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UNIFORM & EQUIPI'.1ErJT SPECIFICATIONS March 1985 ,
RESEARCH & DEVELOPI\IJENT DIVISION I 1.1314

AMMUNITION CASEITEM:
.~
"

MATERIAL: Leather

Single or multi-pieced construction, 6 to 8 ounce leather, for
affixing to the trouser or equipment belt, to securely hold six
prescribed revolver cartridges in the vertical position within an

integral pouch.

CONSTRUCTION:

Color: Black body, low to moderate gloss, polished white or black

metal snap fastener.

Design: .Plain, smooth finish, without ornamentation or carving.
Snap fastener for cover, to extend from the top down. Of a design-
which loops around the trouser or equipment belt. It is fastened
around the belt by a metal stud/cap snap assembly.

To permit close fit to the belt.Size:

To be approximately 3" \..idewidth:

To be an integral loop in the rear to attach to the belt.Belt Loop:

AUTHORIZATIONS/

RESTRICTIONS:

1. No object is to be placed between the ammunition case and the belt.

Circular-type .revolver loaders are not .authorized as substitutes
for the prescribed ammuni tion case .

2.

'"oi'-

Clip pouches for semi-automatic hand~~s will conform to the
following requirements if worn e~osed:

3.

a.
b.
c.

Material: Leather.
Color: Black body, low to moderate gloss.
Construction: Single or multi-pieced constrpction, 6 to 8
ounce leather, for affixing to the trouser belt, to securely
hold one or two semi-automatic handgun clips in the "vertical

position.

d.

e.
f.

Design: Plain, smooth finish, without ornamentation or carving.
Polished, white or black metal snap fastener or Velcro~'
hidden closure will be utilized for securing the required,

integral top flap.
To permit close fit to the belt.
Belt Loop: To be an integral loop in the rear to attach to

the belt.

Exposed belt secured ammunition cases which hold ammunition other
than prescribed ammunition are to be black in color, low to
moderate gloss, plain in design and without ornamentation or

carving.

4.

Authenticated by:

Fred Rice
Superintendent of Police
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